Product Technical Data Sheet 022
M11077 Nuvo Adjustable Bath Step
Product Range
N/A

N/A

Product Description & Intended Purpose
The Nuvo Adjustable Bath Step is designed to assist users
transferring into and out of the bath by reducing the step-over
height. It can also provide assistance when using the toilet or sink in
a bathroom environment.

Product Features
 Non slip surface provides grip, even when feet are wet.
 Stackable sections can be removed or added to achieve the
desired height rise.
 Easy to clean plastic moulding.

Technical Specification
Dimensions:




Maximum User Weight: 317kg ( 50st)

Length: 500mm (19 ½”)

 Width: 395mm (15½”)
 Heights: 55mm (2”), 77mm (3”), 100mm (4”)

Installation Information (Note: for detailed information refer to User Instructions)
 This product requires assembly before use.

 No specialist tools or skills are required to assemble this product.


Assembly time is led than 5 minutes.



For stacking instructions please see user instructions or visit
http://www.nrs-uk.co.uk/nuvo-adjustable-bath-step.html

Safety Precautions
 Do not exceed max. user weight of 317Kg (50st)
 The maximum step height is 175mm (7”) using 6 step sections (2 packs). Do not stack more than 6 step
sections together.
 Always ensure the bottom section of the step has 4 support pillars inserted in the base.
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Cleaning:


Clean regularly using a general purpose, neutral detergent and warm water.



Please check the suitability of the cleaning products before use. Do not use abrasive cleaners or cloths
as these could permanently damage the surface and invalidate any warranty.



To disinfect, wipe with a dilute bleach solution and rinse thoroughly with fresh water.



The product can be autoclaved on cycles up to 80°C.



Allow the product to dry fully prior to use or storage.

Care & Maintenance


Check that all support pillars are inserted correctly and any additional sections are securely fitted.



Inspect the product regularly for signs of wear or damage. Any suspected faults or damage should immediately be reported to the supplier and the product taken out of use.

Accessories / Related Products
M24345: Support Pillars ( Set of 4 )
FAQ’s


What is the maximum height achievable with the step?
A single pack of steps will offer a rise of 2”, 3” or 4”. Two packs can be stacked together to
achieve a maximum rise of 7”. It is not recommended to stack the steps any higher than this.
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